What Are We Learning At the Firs This Term?
As artists we will be experimenting with shading, using

As historians we will be learning about The Great Fire of London,
learning when and where it happened, why and how the fire started
and learning about significant people involved.

artists such as Van Gogh and Henry Moore as inspiration.
In design technology we will make a moving picture using
levers.

.

As Scientists we will be learning about different
materials and the properties of different materials. We
will be looking at what materials float and sink and
materials that are magnetic and non-magnetic.

We will investigate Musical elements including long and
short sounds and exploring pulse and rhythm in
compositions.
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As writers we will continue working on our phonics,
spelling, grammar and punctuation. We will be writing
simple information texts as well as covering poems and
traditional stories from a range of cultures.

Using our ICT skills we will be presenting combinations
of text using ‘Word’, ‘2 Count’ and ‘2 Publish’.

In P.E we are lucky enough to be doing multiskills with
Triline fitness once a week in the first half of the
term. We are also practising our ball skills and skipping.

As geographers we will be learning where we live in
relation to the test of the U.K whilst also naming and
locating the 4 countries and capitals of the UK and its
surrounding seas.

In RE we will be looking at belonging to a group

focussing on special celebrations within different
religions, such as, a Jewish wedding and the symbolism
of a Christian Marriage Ceremony.

In PSHCE we will be
thinking of reasons as to
why we should feel proud of
ourselves, looking at
personal talents and helping
others to feel proud. We
will also be looking at ways
to stop worrying.

.
As mathematicians we will reprise last terms work
on addition, subtraction, place value, time, money
and shape.

